
Are you working to improve the health 
of populations at risk? 

We welcome submissions covering any of the following challenges 
in healthcare:

1. The adverse impact of geography/distance
2. Communication issues due to cognitive deficit or mental illness
3. Life-limiting illnesses
4. Poverty, poor access and homelessness 

Our quarterly editions in 2019 will include a variety of submissions: 

• Case studies
• Clinical Audits
• Editorials
• Research 
• Reviews
• Insights (Clinical, Design, Research, Patient)
• Infographics, short videos
• Podcast interviews

We offer a platform for healthcare providers, designers, architects 
and innovators to describe how they approach these issues,   
especially changes or improvements that can be implemented 
without major funding or organisational restructure to improve  
outcomes for people who are at risk.

Email: JHD Editor
Journal of Health Design

Call for Papers 2019: 
Populations At Risk

 

Submission Deadlines
In 2019, The Journal of Health Design will publish editions  
in March, June, September and December. We welcome  
submissions for any of these editions. We recommend  

submitting your manuscript 3 months in advance.

mailto:editor%40journalofhealthdesign.com?subject=Special%20Editions%202019
https://www.journalofhealthdesign.com/JHD/index


How are you connecting with patients and 
colleagues to improve health outcomes? 

We welcome submissions about making and building connections 
in healthcare:

1. Helping to change behaviour for better health 
2. Connecting patients to resources that offer help and  

support (community resources, support groups)
3. Improving how patients and healthcare providers’ interact
4. Facilitating connection through communication, especially 

where language, culture and ethnic differences can be barriers
5. Fostering better collaboration between healthcare providers to  

ensure continuity of care

Our quarterly editions in 2019 will include a variety of submissions: 

• Case studies
• Clinical Audits
• Editorials
• Research 
• Reviews
• Insights (Clinical, Design, Research, Patient)
• Infographics, short videos
• Podcast interviews

We offer a platform for healthcare providers, designers, architects 
and innovators to describe how they approach these issues and  
especially changes or improvements that can be implemented 
without major funding or organisational restructure to improve  
outcomes.

Email: JHD Editor
Journal of Health Design

Call for Papers 2019: 
The Power of Connection
 

Submission Deadlines
In 2019, The Journal of Health Design will publish editions  
in March, June, September and December. We welcome  
submissions for any of these editions. We recommend  

submitting your manuscript 3 months in advance.

mailto:editor%40journalofhealthdesign.com?subject=Special%20Editions%202019
https://www.journalofhealthdesign.com/JHD/index

